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SOUL II SOUL1
All Ages Records,  27A Pratt St

World renowned soul group Soul II Soul, were 
founded by Camden local Jazzie B and Camden 
formed a hub and base for the music collec-
tive. In the 1980s and 90s, the group were a 
lifestyle collective - and opened one of their 
Funki Dred shops on Camden High Street, 
where they sold t-shirts and vinyl records. 
Although now closed, record shops like this one, 
All Ages Records, are a huge part of the musi-
cal culture of Camden, bringing music lovers 
together and representing a space for music 

sharing.

Jazz Cafe, 5 Parkway

Home-grown Camden Town jazz hip-hop duo 
represent fresh music inspired by these streets. 
OthaSoul have frequented the stage at the 
world renowned Jazz Cafe over the years, a 
venue that showcases the best in soul, hip-hip, 
blues, world, reggae, latin, soul, and of course 
jazz. This stage has seen big names like D’An-
gelo, Roy Ayers, Slum Village, The Roots, Bilal, 
Bobby Womack, and Pharoah Sanders, as well as 

rising stars from all over the world.

SUGGS2
The Dublin Castle, 94 Parkway

Suggs, front man of Ska band Madness, wrote 
a whole song dedicated to the streets of 
Camden town. Madness have spent 185 weeks 
in the UK top 10 over the span of their career 
and named the Dublin Castle their spiritual and 

musical home.
'Camden Town' lyrics: ‘In Camden town I’ll 
meet you, By the underground. In Camden 
town, we’ll walk there, As the sun goes down...'

THE LIBERTINES

Electric Ballroom, 184 Camden High St

The Libertines are an English rock band, 
formed in Camden in 1997 by frontmen Carl 
Barât and Pete Doherty, after moving into a 
flat together on Camden Road, which they 
named "The Delaney Mansions." The Electric 
Ballroom, frequented by the Libertines, is an 

iconic rock music venue. 

'Fame and Fortune' lyrics: 'Like tin soldiers 
responding to the call, To Camden we will 

crawl, One and all.”

3 4OTHASOUL

YouTube playlist to accompany map: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLx_7nwBaF3R23ggN9OSXDrOoo-4UzR4P-





Take a listen, 

what sounds can you hear right now? 

 

We are constantly hearing different kinds of 

sounds. But what is sound? 

Sound is a type of energy made by vibrations. 

Our ears are specially designed to catch these 

vibrations, and this is how we hear. But the way 

we hear sound (and music) depends on the space 

we are in, as vibrations behave differently in 

different types of rooms. Building acoustics is 

the science that studies how sound changes 

according to qualities of a room.

 

When designing a music venue, we need to think 

about the acoustics of the space to make sure 

the audience is hearing the best of the 

performance. How music sounds is influenced by 

the shape of the room, as well as the materials 

inside the room.
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Have a go at testing out room acoustics. Sing a song, shout some words, and clap in these two different rooms. How do they sound 

different? Can you hear any echos?

The bathroom is full of hard surfaces (such as glass, stone 

or concrete) that reflect sound, and bounce vibrations 

towards you from lots of different directions. This is useful 

for music venues, but too many reflective surfaces may 

cause an echo, which we don’t want! 

2) Living room / room full of soft materials such as carpets or sofas.

1) A room with hard reflective materials, such as a bathroom 

(try not to scare anyone in a public toilet!)

The room with soft materials absorbs sound, this is often called a ‘dead’ room. Most modern music venues try to reduce use of soft 

materials, as it can sound like you are in a very small room and the sound is muffled. 

The shape of the room is also important. Many music venues are designed to make the acoustics as good as possible, but some music 

venues also make the most of lots of different shapes of rooms! 

Experiment
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The club
This is one of the biggest 

electronic music venues in 

the world and used to be a 

power plant. 

Here are some examples for you to look at before designing your own venue:

The Amphitheatre 
An ancient Greek design - The rows of seats hush background noises (like 

the chatting of a crowd) and reflect the noises of the performers on stage 

towards the audience. 

The Theatre
Similar to the design on the 

ampitheatre, but these were 

designed to look fancy!
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The Church
Churches are built so that sound from 

the choir and the organ can carry to the 

rest of the building. The central part of 

the building is called the nave - where the 

sound carries most.

These are rooms built 

to absorb every single 

vibration. They are so 

quiet that when you 

stand in them you can 

hear the beating of 

your own heart! 

It is so quiet that the 

longest anyone has 

ever spent in one is 45 

minutes!

An empty swimming 

pool is said to have 

some the best 

conditions for sound 

to carry! 

This concert was 

carried out during 

lock down!

Anechoic Chamber
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There are lots of other things to think about when 

designing your space. Where will the stage go? Where 

will the audience go? What will it be called? 

Stadium Hall
With such a large room, the stadium presents many 

acoustical design challenges, but professionals are 

hired to make the sound as good as possible.

The Lounge
Jazz clubs may have soft surfaces (such as chairs and carpet) 

but the rooms are designed to appreciate the warmth of jazz 

instruments and soulful voices.

There are so many ways to make it unique - check out this floating stage!
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Interior
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